John Murrell FRS, a former Sussex Professor, sadly passed away in January 2016 and kindly bequeathed money to help Sussex CHEMISTRY PhD Research students. This will be awarded, at the discretion of the panel, to students in the event of unexpected financial difficulties, who can demonstrate a need of funding. Normally, students can only apply once.

**Name of Chemistry PhD student:**

**Year of study:**

**Thesis provisional title and supervisor** (please note, you do not need to notify or ask for permission from your supervisor):

**Justification for need for support and amount requested:**

* e.g. partial support for a conference, return travel home to sort out grant funding, continuation fee and thesis printing/binding costs.

Send the completed electronic form by email to Prof Wendy Brown, Subject Chair, Chemistry with “John Murrell Fund” in the email: **W.A.Brown@sussex.ac.uk**.

There is no deadline.